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ABSTRACT

1.

Understanding and managing the response time of web services is of key importance as dependence on the World Wide
Web continues to grow. We present Remote Latency-based
Management (RLM), a novel server-side approach for managing pageview response times as perceived by remote clients,
in real-time. RLM passively monitors server-side network
traﬃc, accurately tracks the progress of page downloads and
their response times in real-time, and dynamically adapts
connection setup behavior and web page content as needed
to meet response time goals. To manage client perceived
pageview response times, RLM builds a novel event node
model to guide the use of several techniques for manipulating
the packet traﬃc in and out of a web server complex, including fast SYN and SYN/ACK retransmission, and embedded
object removal and rewrite. RLM operates as a stand-alone
appliance that simply sits in front of a web server complex, without any changes to existing web clients, servers,
or applications. We have implemented RLM on an inexpensive, commodity, Linux-based PC and present experimental results that demonstrate its eﬀectiveness in managing
client perceived pageview response times on transactional
e-commerce web workloads.

Response time is a key indicator of end user satisfaction
in using web services. Customers seeking quality online services have choices, and will simply take their business elsewhere when response times exceed acceptable thresholds.
As dependence on the World Wide Web continues to grow,
it is increasingly important for businesses to understand and
manage the response times experienced by their clients.
Although many techniques have been developed for managing the response time of web services [1, 3, 8, 9, 12, 13,
16, 22, 36], previous approaches focused on controlling only
the web server response time of individual URL requests.
Unfortunately, this has little relevance to end users who are
located remotely, not at the web server, and who are interested in viewing entire web pages that consist of multiple
objects, not just individual URLs. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that the response time measured within
the web server can be an order of magnitude less than that
perceived by the remote client [26]. These techniques are
controlling the wrong measure of response time. They may
in fact improve server response time while unknowingly and
unexpectedly degrade the overall response time seen from
the perspective of end users [26].
Managing the response time of web services is crucial for
providing diﬀerentiated services in which diﬀerent classes
of traﬃc or clients can receive diﬀerent quality of service.
For example, an e-commerce web site may want to ensure
that users with full shopping carts are given highest priority for receiving the best response time while users who
are casual visitors are given lower priority. Existing approaches that provide diﬀerentiated services often depend
on load shedding in the form of admission control to maintain a speciﬁed set of response time thresholds [9, 16, 12,
22]. Requests from low priority clients are dropped when
they begin to interfere with the response time of high priority clients. However, prior techniques ignore the eﬀect that
admission control drops have on the overall response time
perceived by end users.
We present Remote Latency-based Management (RLM),
a novel approach for managing web response times as perceived by remote clients using only server-side techniques.
RLM correlates container pages and their embedded objects
to manage pageview response times of entire web pages, not
just individual URLs. RLM tracks the progress of each web
page in real-time as it is downloaded, and uses the information to dynamically control the client perceived response
time by manipulating the network traﬃc in and out of the
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INTRODUCTION

web server complex. RLM provides its management functionality in a non-invasive manner as a stand-alone appliance
that simply sits in front of a web server complex, without
any changes to existing web clients, servers, or applications.
RLM builds on our previous work on ksniﬀer [27], a kernelbased traﬃc monitor that accurately estimates pageview response times as perceived by remote clients at gigabit traﬃc
rates. RLM uses passive packet capture to track the elapsed
time of each pageview download, then uses this information
to build a novel event node model to enable RLM to make
key management decisions dynamically at each point in the
download process. In particular, our model deﬁnes and includes the eﬀect of connection admission control drops on
partially successful web page downloads. It also accounts
for some notable behaviors of common web browsers in the
presence of connection failures.
Using this model, RLM applies two sets of techniques for
managing pageview response time, fast SYN and SYN/ACK
retransmission, and embedded object removal and rewrite.
Fast SYN and SYN/ACK retransmission reduce connection latencies associated with bursty loads and network loss,
which are key factors for short-lived TCP connections typical of web transactions. Embedded object removal and
rewrite reduce server and network transfer latencies by adapting web page content in terms of how embedded objects are
handled depending on the elapsed pageview response time
at the point at which objects are requested. These techniques can be applied using a simple set of management
rules that can be deﬁned to provide diﬀerentiated services
across multiple classes of web clients and content.
We implemented RLM on an inexpensive, commodity,
Linux-based PC and demonstrated that it can manage client
perceived pageview response times in real-time for three-tier
web architectures. Using our prototype, we present some
experimental data obtained from using RLM for managing
client perceived pageview response times using the TPCW e-commerce web workload. We present results for both
single and multiple service class environments. Our results
show RLM’s unique ability to track a pageview download
as it occurs, properly measure its elapsed response time as
perceived by the remote client, decide if action ought to be
taken at key junctures during the download, and apply latency control mechanisms for the current activities.
This paper introduces RLM as a ﬁrst step toward managing client perceived response times for web transactions.
Section 2 presents an overview of the RLM architecture.
Section 3 describes the RLM pageview download model and
pageview event node framework used for making response
time management decisions. Section 4 describes RLM mechanisms used for connection latency management and their
eﬀect on client browsers. Section 5 describes RLM mechanisms used for page transfer latency management. Section 6
describes the implementation of RLM and presents some experimental results based on managing a TPC-W workload.
Section 7 discusses related work. Finally, we present some
concluding remarks and directions for future work.

RLM

Internet
HTTP
TCP

HTTP
TCP

Web
server
complex

Figure 1: RLM deployment.
responsible for maintaining the infrastructure surrounding
a Web site, but are not permitted to modify the customer’s
server machines or content.
RLM builds on our previous work on ksniﬀer [27] and uses
a similar architecture. It is designed as a set of dynamically loadable kernel modules that reside above the network
device independent layer in the operating system. Its device independence makes it easy to deploy on any inexpensive, commodity PC without special NIC hardware or device
driver modiﬁcations. RLM monitors and manages bidirectional network traﬃc and looks at each packet only once. Its
in-kernel implementation exploits several performance optimizations such as as zero-copy buﬀer management, eliminated system calls, and reduced context switches [18, 21].
Our previous work demonstrated that the in-kernel architecture can support gigabit traﬃc rates [27].
RLM operates as a server-side mechanism with a lowdelay control path to the web server complex that is unaffected by outside network conditions. RLM measures client
perceived pageview response times for web transactions, then
uses that information as real-time feedback in managing the
behavior of the web server complex to deliver desired response times. This tight measurement and management
feedback loop near the server complex is key to RLM’s ability to provide real-time control of the performance of the
web server complex.
RLM passively captures network packets to measure client
perceived response times, then actively manipulates the packet
stream between client and server to meet desired response
time goals. RLM operates at the network packet level in
part to provide its functionality without any modiﬁcations
to the web server complex. More importantly, as discussed
in Section 3, measuring and controlling client perceived response times require tracking the client-server interaction at
the packet level.
RLM measures client perceived response times by capturing and analyzing packets using a model of TCP retransmission and exponential backoﬀ that accounts for latency
due to connection setup overhead and network packet loss.
It combines this model with higher level online mechanisms
that use access history and HTTP referrer information when
available to learn relationships among Web objects to correlate connections and web objects to determine pageview
response times. Our previous work presents further detail on
how client perceived response time measurements are performed [27]. The remainder of this paper focuses on the
management mechanisms RLM provides that work in conjunction with its measurement mechanisms.

2. RLM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

3.

As shown in Figure 1, RLM is a stand-alone appliance
which sits in front of a web server complex. RLM does not
require any modiﬁcations to Web pages, the server complex, or browsers, making deployment fast and easy. This is
particularly important for Web hosting companies that are

RLM PAGEVIEW EVENT NODE MODEL

RLM introduces a new model for specifying and achieving response time service level objectives based on tracking
a pageview download as it happens and making service decisions at each key juncture based on the current state of the
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Figure 2: Breakdown of client response time.

obj8.gif response processed 14 3307ms

pageview download. A pageview download can be viewed as
a set of well deﬁned activities such as establishing a connection, getting the container page, and getting the embedded
objects in a page. RLM models a pageview download as
an event node graph, where each node represents an activity and each link indicates a precedence relationship. The
nodes in the graph are ordered by time and each node is annotated with the elapsed time from the start of the transaction. Each activity contributes to the overall response time.
Some activities may overlap in time, have greater potential
to incur larger latencies, be on the critical path, and be more
diﬃcult to control than others. RLM controls pageview response times by identifying and managing the high latency
activities on the critical path of the pageview download.
To illustrate our approach, Figure 2 depicts the response
time of te −t0 for the pageview download of index.html which
embeds obj3.gif, obj6.gif and obj8.gif. The example uses two
connections to download the page, consistent with modern
web browsers which open multiple connections to download
web content faster. Four types of latencies are serialized
over each connection and delimited by speciﬁc events:

18 3436ms

Figure 3: Pageview modeled as an event node graph.
node is annotated with the elapsed time from the start of
the transaction. By measuring the elapsed time at a given
node, RLM can track the page download as it progresses and
determine at each node whether to take additional actions
to satisfy response time goals for the given page. This ability
to make management decisions at each point in time within
the context of the pageview download is a key diﬀerence
between RLM and other QoS approaches.
It is crucial for RLM to model network loss and track
client-server interaction at the packet level to measure and
manage the entire client perceived response time te − t0
shown in Figure 2. Mechanisms which attempt to measure response time via time stamping server-side user space
events are ineﬀective. For example, measuring response time
within an Apache web server ignores time spent during the
TCP 3-way handshake for establishing the connection and
time spent in kernel queues before the request is given to
Apache. Such measurements have shown to be an order of
magnitude less than the response time experienced by the
remote client [26]. Likewise, measuring and controlling the
time required to service a single URL (i.e. Tserver ) is simply not relevant to the remote client who is downloading
not just a single URL but an entire pageview. Latency control mechanisms must take into account eﬀects seen at the
packet level which impose latency for the remote client.
RLM allows a variety of rules to be deﬁned and enforced at
diﬀerent points in an event node graph to manage response
time. Each node in the graph has a set of associated characteristics that determine what types of rules can be deﬁned.
For example, when a SYN is captured by RLM at node 1
in Figure 3, the management decision can be based only
on ﬁelds contained within the SYN packet, namely source
IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination
port. The decision cannot be based on which page is being
requested since the GET request has not yet been sent by the
client. Algorithms for quickly classifying packets or clients
into service classes have been previously studied and are not

1. Tconn TCP connection establishment latency, using
the TCP 3-way handshake. Begins when the client
sends the TCP SYN packet to the server.
2. Tserver latency for the server complex to compose the
response by opening a ﬁle, or calling a CGI program
or servlet. Begins when the server receives an HTTP
request from the client.
3. Ttransf er time required to transfer the response from
the server to the client. Begins when the server sends
the HTTP request header to the client.
4. Trender time required for the browser to process the
response, such as parse the HTML or render the image.
Begins when the client receives the last byte of the
HTTP response.
The corresponding event node graph generated by RLM
is shown in Figure 3. Each link is identiﬁed with the type
of latency that results from the particular activity. Each
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Figure 4: SYN drops at the server.
discussed in this paper due to space constraints. We focus
instead on the management framework and on introducing
a set of techniques that can be applied for each instance of a
page download to reduce the remaining time to complete the
pageview to meet a deﬁned response time goal. Section 6
provides some example rules that can be used with RLM
and their impact on response time.

4. CONNECTION LATENCY MANAGEMENT
One of the key types of latency that RLM must manage is TCP connection establishment latency Tconn . It is
especially important to understand its impact on client perceived pageview response times since a great deal of work
in controlling web server performance has focused on applying admission control to prevent web server overload by
dropping TCP connections. However, the eﬀect of admission control drops on the behavior of web browsers has not
been carefully studied.
To determine how load shedding aﬀects the client perceived response time on real web browsers, we conducted a
series of experiments using Microsoft Internet Explorer v6.0
and Firefox v1.02 in which we performed various types of
connection rejection by performing SYN drops to emulate
an admission control mechanism at the web server. The end
result was that the resulting response time at the browser is
greatly aﬀected not only by the number of SYN drops, but
also by the connection for which the SYN drops occur.
Figure 4 depicts the behavior of TCP under server SYN
drops. The client sends the initial SYN at t0 , but the server
drops this connection request due to admission control. The
client’s TCP implementation waits 3 seconds for a response.
If no response is received, the client will retransmit the SYN
at t0 + 3s. If that SYN gets dropped, then the next SYN
retransmission occurs at time t0 + 9s. The timeout period
doubles (from 3s, 6s, 12s, etc.) until either the connection is
established, the client hits stop/refresh on the browser which
cancels the connection, or the maximum number of SYN
retries is reached. This is the well-known TCP exponential
backoﬀ mechanism.
Server SYN drops are not a denial of service, but rather a
means for rescheduling the connection into the near future.
Although this behavior is eﬀective in shedding server load,
it has signiﬁcant eﬀects on the response time perceived at
the clients. Existing admission control mechanisms which
perform SYN throttling simply ignore this eﬀect and report
the response time once the connection is accepted, beginning
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from time tA . This misrepresents both the client perceived
response time and throttling rate at the web site.
Because web browsers open multiple connections to the
server as shown in Figure 2, it is important to understand
the eﬀect of a SYN drop in the context of which connection
is being aﬀected. If only the ﬁrst SYN on the ﬁrst connection
is dropped, then the client will experience the 3s retransmission delay, but will still be serviced. If the ﬁrst connection
gets established immediately, but all SYNs on the second
connection are dropped as shown in Figure 5, then the client
will eventually receive a connection failure after multiple retries. While the second connection is undergoing SYN drops
at the server, our study shows that web browsers will display
an hourglass cursor on the screen, a spinning busy icon in
the corner of the browser, and a progress bar at the bottom
of the browser showing ’in progress’. The browser continues
to show these signs that the page is in the process of being
downloaded until TCP reports the connection failure to the
browser after 21s as shown in Figure 5. Although all objects successfully obtained from the server are obtained over
the ﬁrst connection during the time interval t0 through tx ,
the browser does not indicate the end of the page download
until tz + 21, when TCP reports the failure of the second
connection to the browser.
For the scenario in Figure 5, our study of web browsers
indicates that only a partial page download will occur in
practice. The browser will never retrieve the ﬁrst object
which would have been retrieved on the second connection.
The browser will retrieve all other objects over the ﬁrst connection, including those objects which would have been obtained over the second connection had it been established.
Therefore, one embedded object is strictly associated with
the second failed connection and is not obtained.
If the second connection is eventually established, the embedded object associated with the second connection will
then be obtained. For example, suppose that the SYN transmitted at tz + 9 was accepted by the server, the connection
was established, and an object was requested and obtained
over that connection. The end of the client perceived response time would then be the time that the last byte of the
response for that object was received by the client.
A variety of SYN drop combinations could occur, across
multiple connections causing various eﬀects on the client
perceived response time. If all SYNs on the ﬁrst connection
are dropped, then the client is actually denied access to the
server. If both connections are established, each after one or
more SYN drops, then the TCP exponential backoﬀ mecha-
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Figure 6: Fast SYN retransmission.

Figure 7: Fast SYN/ACK retransmission.
ting the SYNs over the network, it could at most be considered a locally controlled violation of the TCP protocol.
The net eﬀect is that a connection is established as soon as
the server is able to accept the request. Since dropping a
SYN at the server requires little processing, the overhead of
this approach on the server complex is minimal, even when
the server is loaded. Nevertheless, the retransmission gap
can be adjusted based on the current load or the number of
active simultaneous connections.
RLM also introduces a fast SYN/ACK retransmission technique that can be used to reduce the coarse-grain eﬀect
of SYN/ACK drops. SYN/ACKs dropped in the network
cause the same latency eﬀect as a SYN dropped at the
server. From the client perspective, there is no diﬀerence
between a SYN dropped at the server and a SYN/ACK
dropped in the network; a SYN/ACK does not arrive at the
client and the TCP exponential backoﬀ mechanism applies.
Figure 7 depicts the behavior of the RLM fast SYN/ACK retransmission mechanism. If RLM does not capture an ACK
from the client within a timeout much smaller than the TCP
exponential backoﬀ, RLM retransmits the SYN/ACK to the
client on behalf of the server. Fast SYN/ACK retransmission violates the TCP protocol by performing retransmissions using a shorter retransmission timeout period than the
exponential backoﬀ. One can make several arguments that
this is a minor divergence from the protocol. On the other
hand, an Internet web site which uses this technique to improve Tconn can rightly be labeled as an unfair participant
on the Internet. If deployed, the overhead, either in the network or in the remote client is minimal. Referring to Figure
3, both fast SYN and fast SYN/ACK retransmission can be
applied during state transitions 1→2 and 7→8 to reduce the
critical path Tconn .

nism plays an important role in the latency experienced at
the remote browser. This eﬀect becomes more pronounced
under HTTP 1.0 without KeepAlive where each URL request requires its own TCP connection and the retrieval of
each embedded object faces the possibility of SYN drops
and possible connection failure. Although the majority of
browsers use persistent HTTP, the trend for web servers is
to close a connection after a single URL request is serviced
if the load is high. Apache Tomcat [34] behaves in this manner when the number of simultaneous connections is greater
than 90% of the conﬁgured limit, and reduces the idle time
if the number of simultaneous connections is greater than
66%. This eﬀectively reduces all transactions to HTTP 1.0
without KeepAlive.
The maximum number of SYN retries that lead to a connection failure deﬁnes the connection timeout and depends
on the operating system used by the client web browser.
In most cases, the default conﬁguration on the number of
SYN retries is used. For example, Windows XP operating systems default to two retries, resulting in a connection
timeout after 21s. As such, RLM uses 21s in its model as
the pageview response time for a web page request that suffers a connection timeout. Other operating systems allow
for more SYN retries, so the value we use is conservative
as using a larger value would increase the eﬀect of connection failure on response time, exaggerating the beneﬁt of the
RLM mechanisms used for managing Tconn .
On the other hand, if the browser is painting the screen in
a piece-meal manner, indicating that progress is being made,
it is more likely that clients will tend to read the pageview as
it slowly gets displayed on the screen. This behavior would
occur if SYN drops occur on the second connection. In this
situation, the pageview response time could exceed 21s.
In all cases, our study of web browsers indicates that
packet drops during connection establishment can have a signiﬁcant, coarse-grained impact on pageview response time.
Because of the TCP exponential backoﬀ mechanism, any
SYN drop results in a signiﬁcant increase in Tconn . Note
that other types of packet drops that occur once a TCP
connection is established do not have the same coarse-grain
eﬀect. For example, if an HTTP GET request is dropped,
the client will retransmit after the retransmission timeout
expires, but this timeout value is much smaller than the 3s
initial timeout used during connection establishment.
RLM introduces a fast SYN retransmission technique that
can be used to reduce the coarse-grain eﬀect of SYN drops.
Figure 6 depicts the behavior of this mechanism. After a
server SYN drop, RLM retransmits the SYN, on behalf of
the remote client, at a shorter time interval than the TCP
exponential backoﬀ. Since RLM resides within the same
complex in which the server exists and is not retransmit-

5.

TRANSFER LATENCY MANAGEMENT

Another key type of latency that RLM must manage is the
TCP transfer latency Ttransf er , which can become a dominant component of response time when the network connection between the client and the server is the bottleneck.
Ttransf er is known to be a function of object size, network
round trip time (RTT) and packet loss rate:
Ttransf er = f (size, RT T, loss)

(1)

Several analytic models of f (size, RT T, loss) have been
developed [28, 10, 32]. Figure 8 depicts the transfer latency
function deﬁned by Cardwell [10], for realistic Internet conditions of an RTT of 80ms and loss rate of 2% [39]. The line
indicates the expected time (y-axis) it will take to transfer
an object of the given size (x-axis). For smaller objects, in
this case less than 10 packets in size, the transfer latency is
dominated by TCP slow start behavior, the logarithmic part
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1.6

Embedded object removal entirely avoids retrieving an
embedded object, eliminating Ttransf er for that embedded
object. This has a greater latency reduction eﬀect than the
embedded object rewrite, but may further reduce the quality
of the web content displayed. Instead of viewing thumbnail
images, the client only sees text. Unlike embedded object
rewrite which can be applied for any image retrieval during pageview download, the decision on whether or not to
blank out embedded objects in the container page can only
be made at one point in the pageview download, when the
container page is being sent from the server to the client,
which is transition 3→4 in Figure 3.
These content adaptation techniques may also be able to
reduce other types of latencies. Embedded object rewrite
can reduce Tserver on the server and Trender at the client
when the smaller object is also faster to serve and render.
Embedded object removal can eliminate Tconn for an embedded object if a connection is no longer required, and can
eliminate Tserver and Trender if the object no longer needs
to be served or displayed. However, the resulting change
in the pageview response time due to these latencies will
depend on whether the server delivering embedded objects
or the client rendering them are the bottleneck, the latter
being unlikely with modern PC clients.
RLM adapts content by simply modifying a packet and
forwarding the modiﬁed version; it does not need to keep
buﬀers of packet content. RLM is not a proxy, and as
such, must ensure the consistency of the sequence space
for each connection. This means that changing the HTTP
request/response is constrained by the size and amount of
white space in each packet, and the checksum value must be
recomputed as it changes with the change in payload.
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Figure 8: Cardwell et al. Transfer Latency Function f
for 80ms RTT and 2% loss rate.
of the graph. For larger objects, the transfer latency is dominated by TCP steady-state behavior, the near-linear part
of the graph. Cardwell’s function is a model of the expected
amount of time required, not the minimum time. The farther a point is from the line, the less likely it is to occur in
practice. For example, it is extremely unlikely that an object of size 50 packets can be transferred in under 1 second
if the RTT is 80ms and the loss rate is 2%. We labeled the
region below the line as infeasible. The model predicts that
under higher loss rates and longer RTT, reducing object size
can reduce Ttransf er by half.
Since RTT and loss rate are a function of the end-to-end
path from client to server through the Internet and therefore uncontrollable, RLM is left with varying the response
size as a control mechanism for aﬀecting Ttransf er . RLM
accomplishes this using two simple techniques:

6.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented RLM as a set of kernel modules that
can be loaded into an inexpensive, oﬀ-the-shelf PC running
Linux. Our kernel module approach is based on our previous
work which demonstrated signiﬁcant performance scalability
beneﬁts for executing within kernel space [27]. We present
some results using RLM to manage client perceived response
times in both single and multiple service class environments
using TPC-W [33], a transactional web e-Commerce benchmark which emulates an online book store, running on a
three-tier web architecture.

1. Embedded object rewrite: Translate a request for a
large image into a request for a smaller image. Capture the HTTP request packet, if the request is for a
large image then modify the request packet by overwriting the URL so that it speciﬁes a smaller image,
and then pass the request onto the server.
2. Embedded object removal: Remove references to embedded objects from container pages. Capture the
HTTP response packets, if the response is for a container page then modify the response packet by overwriting references to embedded objects with blanks,
and then pass the request packet onto the client.

Server Complex – black box
RLM

loss +
delay

Embedded object rewrite retrieves an embedded object
but one of much smaller size than the original, reducing the
response size and Ttransf er for that object. The trade-oﬀ
is that the quality of the content is aﬀected since the client
will see a lower quality image. By modifying the client to
server HTTP request, RLM can decide on a per request
basis, in the middle of a pageview download, whether or
not to change the requested object size. This presumes the
existence of smaller objects; for some web sites, maintaining all or some of their images in two or more sizes may
not be possible. This technique can also be applied to dynamic content, where a less computationally expensive CGI
is executed in place of the original, or the arguments to the
CGI are modiﬁed (e.g. a search request has its arguments
changed to return at most 25 items instead of 200).

HTTP

Apache

HTTP

MySQL

Tomcat

APJ 1.3

JDBC

Figure 9: Experimental testbed.
Figure 9 shows our experimental testbed. It consists of
seven machines: three web clients, one RLM appliance, and
three servers functioning as a three-tier web architecture.
Apache 2.0.55 was installed as the ﬁrst tier HTTP server
and was conﬁgured to run up to 1200 server threads using
the worker multi-processing module conﬁguration. Apache
Tomcat 5.5.12 [34] was employed as the second tier application server (servlet engine) and was conﬁgured to maintain
a pool of 1500 to 2000 AJP 1.3 server threads to service
requests from the HTTP server, and a pool of 1000 persis-
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Figure 11: 80ms RTT, 0% loss.

tent JDBC connections to the database server. MySQL 1.3
was employed as the third tier database (DB) server and
was set to the default conﬁguration with the exception that
the max connections was changed to accommodate the 1000
persistent connections from Tomcat.
Each of the three client machines was an IBM IntelliStation M Pro 6868 with a 1GHz Pentium 3 CPU and 512MB
RAM. The RLM machine was an IBM IntelliStation 6850
with a 1.7GHz Xeon CPU and 768MB RAM. The Apache
machine was an IBM IntelliStation M Pro 6868 with a 1
GHz Pentium 3 CPU and 1GB RAM. The Tomcat machine
was an IBM IntelliStation M Pro 6849 with a 1.7GHz Pentium 4 CPU and 768MB RAM. The MySQL machine was
an IBM IntelliStation 6850 with a 1.7GHz Xeon CPU and
768MB RAM. All machines were running RedHat Linux,
with the DB server running a 2.6.8.1 Linux kernel and the
other machines running a 2.4.20 Linux kernel. The machines
were connected via 100Mbps Fast Ethernet Netgear, CentreCOM, and Dell switches. We installed a modiﬁed version of
the rshaper [30] bandwidth shaping tool on each of the three
client machines to emulate wide-area network conditions in
terms of transmission latencies and packet loss.
We used a popular Java implementation of TPC-W [35]
for our workload, but made two important modiﬁcations to
the client emulated browser (EB) code to make it behave
like a real web browser such as Microsoft Internet Explorer.
First, we modiﬁed the EB code to use two persistent parallel
connections as shown in Figure 2 over which the container
object and embedded objects are retrieved. These connections were not closed by the client but remained open during
the client think periods (unless closed by the server). The
original EB sent HTTP/1.1 request headers but actually
used one connection for each GET request, eﬀectively emulating HTTP/1.0 behavior by opening a connection, sending
the request, reading the response and closing the connection.
Second, we modiﬁed the EB to behave under connection failure as shown in Figure 5. We also used IP aliasing so that
each individual EB could obtain its own unique IP address.
The TPC-W e-Commerce application consists of a set of
14 servlets. Each pageview download consists of the container page and a set of embedded GIF images. All container pages are built dynamically by one of the 14 servlets
running within Tomcat. First, the servlet performs a DB
query to obtain a list of items from one or more DB tables,
then the container page is dynamically built to contain that
list of items as references to embedded images. After the
container page is sent to the client, the client parses it to
obtain the list of embedded images, which are then retrieved
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Figure 12: 80ms RTT, 4% loss.

from Apache. As such, all images are served by the front
end Apache server, and all container pages are served by
Tomcat and MySQL.

6.1

Response Time Distribution

We ﬁrst present measurements running TPC-W under
ideal conditions of light load and no network loss or delay;
we then add network loss and delay to see the eﬀect this has
on the response time distribution. We use 200 clients which
keeps the DB server, which is the bottleneck resource in our
multi-tier complex, at only 60% utilization.
Figure 10 shows the response time distribution under ideal
network conditions of minimal delay and zero loss along with
the mean and 95th percentile client perceived response time
and the total number web pages served. This scenario is
often used for web server performance benchmarking and
QoS experimentation, but is very unrealistic for an Internet
web site. Figure 11 shows the response time distribution for
the same experiment under 80ms RTT and zero packet loss.
The additional RTT shifts and spreads the distribution to
the right as the transfer latency becomes more signiﬁcant
for larger pageviews.
Figure 12 shows the response time distribution under more
realistic network conditions of 80ms RTT and 2% network
loss in each direction; studies have shown that the packet
loss rate within the Internet is roughly 1-3% [39]. The distribution shifts further to the right and a clearly distinguishable spike occurs just after 3s. This is attributed to either
the ﬁrst or second connection of the pageview having an initial SYN or SYN/ACK drop in the network. The response
time distribution in Figure 12, not the one shown in Figure 10, is most likely to be the shape of the response time
distribution for web clients. Any approach which claims
to manage client perceived response time for Internet web
service ought to be veriﬁed under conditions found in the
Internet: network latency and loss. Unless otherwise indicated, all of our experiments are done using the same 80ms
RTT network latency and 2% network loss.

6.2

Managing Connection Latency

Table 1 shows how RLM can improve response times by
applying fast SYN/ACK retransmission to the same experiment shown in Figure 12 with diﬀerent SYN/ACK retransmission gaps. For each retransmission gap, we report mean
client pageview (PV) response time (RT), mean PV RT
speedup versus Figure 12, 95th percentile PV RT, percentage of pages downloaded with greater than 3s response time,
and total number of pageviews. For example, the following
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Figure 14: MaxClients load shedding.
> 3s
PV RT
22.36%
18.17%
16.05%
15.42%

total
pages
26601
27001
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27455

Max
Clients
600
500
400
300
200

Table 1: Fast SYN/ACK retransmission.
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Figure 15: Low priority penalties.
95th %
PV RT
11.6s
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19.6s
28.5s
40.5s

Tomcat
RT
3.14
1.013
0.405s
0.155s
0.068s

total
pages
54193
53038
44087
34440
25894

server
SYN drops
0%
4.8%
18.2%
30.7%
43.5%

Table 2: Load shedding via connection throttling.

RLM rule is used for a 500ms retransmission gap:
IF IP.SRC == *.*.*.* THEN
FAST SYN/ACK GAP 500ms

barely visible in Figure 12 but pronounced in Figure 14,
represents those pageviews which incurred a 3s timeout on
both connections to the server. The spike at 21s represents
those clients which experienced a connection failure. Table 2 depicts the results for various limits on the number of
simultaneous connections served.
We instrumented the TPC-W servlets to capture their response time by taking a timestamp when the servlet was
called and a timestamp when the servlet returned; this covers the time it takes to build the container page, including
the DB query but does not include the time to connect to
the server complex or transmit the response. Table 2 shows
under Tomcat response time that as the number of simultaneous connections decreases, the mean time to query the
DB and create the container page decreases. However, when
measured in terms of pageviews perceived by the client and
including those pages which experienced the default admission control drops, the overall mean pageview response time
actually increases. Some clients are experiencing response
times which can be considered as better than required while
other clients are experiencing signiﬁcant latencies due to
SYN drops. The results demonstrate that this common form
of load shedding is ineﬀective at reducing client perceived response times. Furthermore, the signiﬁcant eﬀect that SYN
drops have on the response time distribution makes providing service level agreements based on meeting a threshold
for the 95th percentile impossible to achieve.
A common alternative to changing the Apache MaxClients
is to perform SYN throttling to control the oﬀered load on
the system. We apply this technique in the context of a
multi-class QoS environment. Many web sites demand the
ability to support diﬀerent users with multiple classes of service and response time, such as providing buyers with better
performance than browsers at an e-commerce site. It is often
desirable to maintain a speciﬁc response time threshold for
a certain class of clients. Given a ﬁnite set of resources under heavy load, high priority clients are expected to receive

Fast SYN/ACK retransmission results in a modest reduction in the mean response time, as much as 16.8% for the
smallest retransmission gap of 10ms. More importantly, the
technique results in a much larger reduction in the number of
pages that have higher response times, reducing the number
of pages with more than 3s response time by over 30%. In
general, we would not expect this technique to signiﬁcantly
aﬀect the mean response time, but rather signiﬁcantly aﬀect
those pageviews that experience a network SYN/ACK drop.

6.3 Managing Load and Admission Control
Figure 13 shows the response time distribution for running TPC-W with 550 clients, causing heavy load. The
mean client perceived response time increased to 5s from
the 1.9s for 200 clients shown in Figure 12. No SYN drops
are occurring at the server complex. The only SYNs being
dropped are those being lost in the network, so the percentage of SYN drops is the same for both the light and
heavy load experiments shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. Bandwidth is at low utilization throughout the entire
testbed. The increase in response time is due to increased
CPU utilization within the multi-tier complex.
In such a scenario, it is usually desirable to apply a load
shedding technique to prevent the web server from overloading or to simply improve response time by reducing the load.
A simple and common load shedding mechanism is to manipulate the Apache MaxClients setting [15, 23, 37]. MaxClients
is an upper bound on the number of httpd threads available to service incoming connections; it limits the number
of simultaneous connections being serviced by Apache.
Figure 14 shows the result of setting MaxClients to 400 for
the same workload shown in Figure 13. The spike at 5s in
the distribution represents those pageviews which incurred
an initial SYN drop resulting in a 3s timeout on one of the
two EB connections to the server (in addition to the 2s baseline latency shown in Figure 12). The spike at 8s, which is
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high priority clients exceeds 3s, then incoming SYNs from
low priority clients are dropped by RLM and existing low
priority fast SYN retransmissions are temporarily halted.
The moment RT HIGH < 3.0s, the low priority fast SYN
retransmission is resumed and new SYNs from low priority
clients are passed to the server. Low priority clients have
their requests processed without them waiting the full TCP
retransmission timeout periods. This lead to a 23% improvement for low priority clients, while maintaining essentially
the same response time and throughput of the high priority
clients. Most importantly, the spike at 21s in Figure 15 is
gone with the removal of the large number of connection
failures experienced by the low priority clients.
Figure 17 depicts an alternative distribution to Figure 16
based on using the same rule with the addition that all initial SYNs on the first connection of the pageview from low
priority clients are dropped, with a fast SYN retransmitted 3s later and 500ms subsequently there after. By dropping all initial SYNs for low priority clients we eﬀectively
increased their think time, the interarrival time between container page requests. This shifts the distribution to the right
and has the eﬀect of improving the 95th% of both service
classes. Note that some low priority pages are served very
fast. These pages are re-using the TCP connection for the
container page, and hence unaﬀected by SYN manipulation.
Reducing the arrival rate of low priority clients resulted in
a reduction in load on the MySQL server, which in turn
reduced server time and client response time.
Application of this technique warrants further investigation. Over-use could lead to livelock [24] or create more work
for the system, oﬀsetting the beneﬁts of reducing the drop latencies (although, in an e-commerce environment the frontend web server is not the bottleneck). We have not observed
any negative eﬀects on the TCP endpoints (server/client)
with respect to their ability to measure RTT and enforce
their TCP timeouts/retransmissions.
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Figure 16: Fast SYN improvement.
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Figure 17: Widening think time gap.
better response time than if all clients were treated equally.
Similarly, low priority clients will suﬀer worse response time
than if all cilents were treated equally.
We ran TPC-W with 550 clients as we did in Figure 13,
but divided the clients into one-third high priority clients
from subnet 10.4.*.* and two-thirds low priority clients from
other subnets. We perform typical SYN throttling (i.e. admission control) by dropping SYNs arriving from low priority clients when the high priority clients are exceeding their
response time threshold. We employ RLM using the following rule:

6.4

Managing Transfer Latency

We now consider managing transfer latency under situations of variable and larger RTT. We run TPC-W with 200
clients so that the multi-tier complex is under modest load
and modiﬁed our environment by splitting our clients into
three groups, one having 160ms RTT, another with 220ms
RTT and the third with 300ms RTT. The resulting mean
client perceived response times were roughly 3s, 4s, and 5s,
respectively. In this environment, nothing in the server complex is overloaded, and no server-side SYN drops are occurring. As such, load shedding performed at the server will
not improve response times.
Figure 18 shows the impact of embedded object removal
on mean response time as a function of the number of embedded objects removed and retrieved. In this graph, the
x-axis represents the number of embedded objects retrieved
and therefore not removed. For example, when x is 3, the
ﬁrst 3 embedded objects are retrieved while the rest of the
objects are removed from the container page. No page had
more than 11 objects per page, so the rightmost points in
Figure 18 correspond to full downloads. The leftmost points
correspond to all embedded objects being removed, reducing mean response time to near 1s, using the following RLM
rule:

IF IP.SRC ! = 10.4.*.* AND RT HIGH > 3.0s THEN
DROP SYN

Figure 15 shows that mean response time for the 184 high
priority clients was roughly 3s, but at a heavy cost to the
366 low priority clients. The vertical spike at 21s for the
low priority clients indicates the set of connection failures
experienced by those clients. From Figure 12 we see that
200 clients alone receive 2s mean response time. As such,
our 184 high priority clients have processing to spare for the
low priority clients. But the high retransmission penalty
signiﬁcantly aﬀects the response time of the low priority
clients. RLM can improve this situation by using fast SYN
and SYN/ACK retransmission. Figure 16 shows the eﬀect
of the following rule:
IF IP.SRC == *.*.*.* THEN
FAST SYN + SYN/ACK GAP 500ms
IF IP.SRC ! = 10.4.*.* AND RT HIGH > 3.0s THEN
DROP SYN
HALT FAST SYN

IF IP.SRC = *.*.*.* THEN REMOVE EMBEDS

In enforcing this rule, if the mean response time for the

Without embedded object removal, the diﬀerence in RTT
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Figure 18: Embedded object removal. Figure 19: Embedded object rewrite.
separates out the clients into three service classes when only
one service class is desired. Figure 18 shows that diﬀerent
numbers of embedded objects can be removed for clients
with diﬀerent RTTs to provide similar response times for
all clients. For example, clients with diﬀerent RTT can be
given a mean response time of 3s by doing full downloads for
the 160 ms RTT clients, only allowing 220ms RTT clients to
download two embedded objects, and having half the 300ms
RTT clients download one object and receive 2s response
time while the other half download two objects and receive
4s response time. The mix of diﬀerent numbers of embedded
objects for the 300ms RTT clients is due to the discrete
nature of the technique: either an object is obtained or it is
not obtained. Although discrete, embedded object removal
has the advantage over rewrite in that multiple copies of the
same object need not be maintained. This is an issue if disk
space is limited or charged by use.
Note the large jump in Figure 18 when the second embedded object is downloaded. While this is partly due to the
overhead in opening the second connection, the key reason
is that for roughly 18% of the pageviews in TPC-W, the second embedded object is a large 256KB GIF image. Since it
is being downloaded as the ﬁrst object on the second connection, not only does it incur Tconn but also TCP slow-start.
By conﬁguring RLM to remove only the second image, the
response time dropped to 2.19s for the 160ms RTT clients,
2.85s for the 220ms RTT clients, and 3.68s for the 300ms
RTT clients. The curves in Figure 18 are relatively ﬂat
after the second object. As more objects are downloaded
on the same persistent connection, the TCP window size
increases. In addition, fewer pages have larger number of
embedded objects. Roughly 75% of the pages contain 9 objects, and 18% of the TPC-W pages contain 10 or more. If
the typical e-commerce web site has a similar shape, then
removal/rewrite could be applied in this manner, bottom to
top, for the pages with the most items; this implies fewer
clients will be aﬀected.
Figure 19 shows the corresponding results for embedded
object rewrite. Embedded object removal is more eﬀective
at reducing response time than embedded object rewrite,
but the eﬀect is coarse-grained. The removal of the references to embedded objects must occur during the transition
3→4 in Figure 3, essentially eliminating states 6 through
18. In contrast, embedded object rewrite can be applied at
a ﬁner-granularity as diﬀerent parts of the page are downloaded. To reduce response time, one would like to apply a
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Figure 20: Predicted elapsed time.

rule such as:
IF RT > 2s THEN REWRITE EMBEDS

However, this may not be eﬀective. Referring back to
Figure 3, it is at node 5 that the browser obtains the list of
embedded objects to obtain. In our current scenario, this
is after the server, which is under light load, returns the
container page. At this point, the elapsed response time is
relatively short, less than 1s. It is at this moment that the
EB opens the second connection and may request the large
image which greatly increases the response time. Even if we
decide after 1s to rewrite the remaining objects, the time
required to ﬁnish downloading the large image will extend
the pageview response time to beyond 1s. Indeed, the result
we obtain is a response time of 2.8s, 3.52s and 4.55s for
the 160ms, 220ms and 300ms RTT clients, respectively; this
matches the download of two full size images in Figure 19.
This indicates the need to predict the latency contribution that a request will have to the pageview RT. Figure 20
shows the results of rewriting embedded objects if the predicted Ttransf er for that object would cause the pageview
to exceed the speciﬁed elapsed time. RLM keeps an average of the Ttransf er for image downloads under diﬀerent
size, RTT and loss groupings, which is comparable to Equation 1. Note this does not include Trender , and as such is
an underestimate of the latency associated with the image.
For an RTT of 160ms, 220ms and 300ms the large image
is predicted to have a Ttransf er value of 6.17s, 8.11s and
11.05s, respectively. Notice that at a 1s threshold Figure
20 matches the response time as seen in Figure 19 when
rewriting all images - hence correctly removing the large
image for the short threshold. As the threshold increases,
the predictor allows the large image to be included in the
pageview when it no longer aﬀects the RT. This is seen at
7s, 9s and 12s for 160ms, 220ms and 300ms clients. This
technique tends to shorten the tail on the response time distribution by removing embedded objects which take longer
to download.
Figure 21 shows the eﬀect of embedded object removal as
compared to full page downloads as the number of clients
increase. Once the number of clients reaches 550 the time
to download full pages vs. pages with no embedded objects
is the same. At this point, when full pages are being downloaded the 550 clients are spending half their time at the DB
server obtaining the container page and half their time at
Apache retrieving the embedded objects - this means the DB
server is serving roughly 275 requests simultaneously. When
the embedded images are removed from the container page,
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the client spends no time at Apache and all the time at the
DB server - eﬀectively doubling the load on the DB server
so that the DB server is serving roughly 550 requests simultaneously. The extra load on the DB server causes longer
delay in serving the container page. As a reference point,
the dotted line in Figure 21 shows the split between the
time spent on the container page (below the line) and the
embedded objects (above the line). The time required to obtain the embedded objects from Apache increases the time
between DB requests to the MySQL server. As such, the
complex could return a full pageview or an empty pageview
at the same RT. Note that the think time in both cases is the
same. This clearly shows that attempting to managing one
portion of the response time instead of the overall pageview
response time may not be eﬀective.
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out the synchronization eﬀects associated with SYN retransmissions. In contrast, RLM demonstrates the beneﬁts of
SYN retransmissions for obtaining a speciﬁed response time
in the context of a dynamic, realistic e-commerce workload.
Similar techniques to those used in RLM have been used in
other contexts. In particular, Abdelzaher and Bhatti [2] created an agent to perform content adaptation from user space
on the web server machine by swapping the content directory that the web server reads. This system was URL based
and driven by CPU or bandwidth utilization. Other applications of content adaptation include multimedia transcoding [11] and content negotiation [31]. A fast retransmission
mechanism violating TCP was presented in the context of
wireless networking [4, 5] to alleviate latencies associated
with loss due to the physical medium. However, this was
not applied to SYN and SYN/ACK processing but only to
data transfer over established connections.

7. RELATED WORK
Several other systems have been developed to manage response times. eQoS [37] seeks to manage pageview response
time by adjusting the number of simultaneous connections
being serviced (similar to Hellerstein et al. [15, 23]), but
tracks the activity between client and Apache in user space
within the web server by intercepting socket level transactions. As such, it is unable to detect latencies due to
SYN drops, time spent in kernel queues, and network RTT
and loss. It simply manages the server response time, not
the remote client perceived response time. Quorum [9] also
takes a blackbox approach towards the server complex, but
is a proxy front-end that throttles URL requests into the
server. Quorum is driven by the per URL server response
time and reports results for only successful requests, ignoring
the dropped URL requests and their impact on the pageview
response time. RLM is not a user space proxy but a packet
level system, so it can track latencies not only at the HTTP
level but within TCP. Several other approaches manage service quality on a per URL basis [29, 13, 8, 3, 1, 36].
Other approaches have considered measuring performance
in terms of sessions, not pageviews. Cherkasova et al. [12]
performed admission control with the goal of maximizing
the number of successful sessions and limiting the amount
of resources wasted on rejected sessions. Kihl and Widell
[22] showed that this reduces the number of angry customers
(Bhatti et al. has studied user’s tolerance for delay in [7]).
We see our technique complementing this work; RLM could
be extended to manage individual pageview downloads in
the context of a user session.
Other mechanisms for controlling parts of web response
time have been proposed. Elnikety et al. [16] developed a
DB proxy that manages load on the DB server by performing
admission control on DB queries being sent from the second
tier application server to the third tier DB server, but do
not report the eﬀect this has on the content of the pageview
seen at the web browser. Crovella et al. [14] manage transfer
latency by scheduling outbound bandwidth based on shortest remaining response length, where the byte count of the
response is used as the response length; this is applied when
the bandwidth at the server is the bottleneck and does not
take into account RTT and loss. Jamjoom and Shin [20]
showed that to minimize the per connection latency associated with SYN drops, the best approach in steady-state is to
accept the initial SYN or drop it and all its retransmissions.
With Pillai [19] they presented Abacus, a modiﬁed token
bucket ﬁlter, and showed under simulation how it smoothed

8.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Remote Latency-based Management (RLM) is a new approach for managing the client perceived response time of
a web services infrastructure using only server-side techniques. RLM tracks each pageview download as it occurs
and makes control decisions at each key juncture in the context of a speciﬁc pageview download. RLM introduces fast
SYN and SYN/ACK retransmission mechanisms and uses
content adaptation in the form of embedded object removal
and rewrite. These techniques can be applied based on control decisions during the pageview download. We have implemented RLM as a stand-alone Linux PC appliance that
simply sits in front of a web server complex and manages
response time, without any changes to existing web clients,
servers, or applications. Our results demonstrate the importance of measuring client perceived pageview response
time in managing web server performance, the limitations
of existing admission control techniques, and the beneﬁts of
RLM’s mechanisms for controlling response time to manage an overloaded web server complex and to mitigate the
negative impact of network latencies and loss.
RLM provides a starting point for future work in developing a comprehensive management scheme that can provide
a range of policies for controlling client perceived response
times, and can meet diﬀerent service level objectives for different classes of service. Many other packet manipulation
techniques can be explored in this context, including manipulating drop, delay or retransmission of URL requests
and responses. While RLM provides a blackbox approach
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to management when modiﬁcations to a web server complex are not possible, its core management framework can
be used with other more invasive mechanisms that can be
deployed in the web server complex to achieve a greater degree of control of resources to manage overall response time.
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